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ABSTRACT. The article considers a closed queuing system for service of replacement and renewal opera-
tions. Replacement has absolute priority regarding renewal. Replacement time and renewal time are exponen-
tial random variables. Graphic system is constructed for two-dimensional random processes, hence the linear
system of algebraic equation expressing the final state of the system is written directly. With the help of the
proposed graphic scheme the calculation formulas of final probabilities of system states are received in explicit
form. © 2009 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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In [1] the technical system consisting of m main
and n stand-by elements is considered. All elements are
identical. For the system to function normally it is nec-
essary to maintain all m main elements in operating
condition. The system continues to function even if the
number of main elements is reduced but the efficiency
of functioning of the system drops. As a result it is nec-
essary to apply to stand-by element and replace the failed
main element with stand-by one. The intensity of fail-
ure of the main element is a, and that of stand-by one is
β. The failed main element is replaced with workable
stand-by element at the very first possibility. If there is
no necessity in the system to make replacement (all m
main elements are in operating state), renewal of the
failed elements takes place. The intensities of replace-
ment and renewal are λ and μ respectively.

In order to construct a stochastic model of the con-
sidered system we introduce the notion of system state.

Say the system is in state s(i,j)  ( ni ,0= , mnj += ,0 ) if

the number of missing main elements is equal to i and

the number of failed elements (main and stand-by) is
equal to j. Denote final probabilities through p(i,j), i.e.,
the probability that in steady state (t → ∞) the system
will be in state s(i,j) [1,2].

The mentioned article also gives the construction of
graphical scheme – “the map of system state” that en-
ables direct writing of the system of algebraic equations
for determination of p(i,j). Namely, on the “map” given
in (Fig.1) each point with coordinate (i,j) corresponds
to system state s(i,j). The system of algebraic equations

 (α(m-i) + β(n-(j-i)) + vi,jλ + ui,j μ) p(i,j) =

= α(m-i+1)p(i-1,j-1)+β (n-j+i+1)p(i,j-1) +

+ λp(i+1,j)+ u
i,j+1

μ p(i,j+1) mi ,0= , inij += , . (1)

where  vi,j = 0  if  (i=0 or j=n+i) else vi,j =1.  ui,j =1- vi,j,
b u t  u0,0 =1; p(i,j)=0 if ((i<0)V(i>m)) or ((i>j)V(J>n+i));

mi ,0= , inij += , , is obtained by the following rule:

the request flow bringing the system into state s(i,j)
equals the request flow bringing the system out of this
state.
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Note that equations in the system (1) are not differ-
ence equations in pure form. Accordingly, it is difficult
to solve the system (1) by methods of the theory of dif-
ference equations.

Consider the stencil of equations (1) (Fig.2). In
correspondence to the location of point s(i,j) on the map
(on lower or upper diagonal, on extreme verticals, etc.)
the given stencil may for some p(i,j) “lose” point. Tak-
ing this and also some peculiarities of our system into

account, we may successively express all p(i,j) ( mi ,1= ,

inij += , ) in terms of p(0,0). Below, the sequence of

determination of unknowns p(i,j) ( mi ,1= , inij += , )

is given in the form of Table. In the Table the columns
are written respectively: (I) – number of spacing; (II) –
states of system s(i,j) for which the corresponding equa-

Fig. 1. The map of system states.

Fig. 2. The stencil of equations (1).

p(i-1,j-1) p(i,j-1)

p(i+1,j)p(i,j)

p(i,j+1)
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tion from (1) is written down; (III) – unknowns p(i,j)
which are determined from this equation.

Reasoning from the algorithm shown in the Table
we successively express the unknowns p(1,1), p(2,2),…,
p(m,m+n) in terms of p(0,0) by recurrent formulas of
(1). Further considering the condition of normalization
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mi ,1= , q(0,0)=1

q(j,i) = kij(α(m-i+1)q(j,i-1) + β(n-j+1)q(j-1,i) +

+λq(j-1,i+1)), 2,1 −= nj , mi ,1= ,

where kij = (α(m-i)+β(n-j)+λ)-1, q(j,m+1) =0

q(j,0) = μ-1((αm+β(n-j+1)+μ)q(j-1,0) −

−β(n-j+2)q(j-2,0) -λq(j-2,1)), nj ,2=

q(1,0)=μ-1(αm+βn)

q(n-1,i) = λ-1((α(m-i+1)+μ)q(n,i-1) -

-wα(m-i+2)q(n,i-2)- αq(n-1,i-1)), mi ,1=

where, if i=1 then w=0, else w=1.

q(n,i) = μ-1((α(m-i)+β+λ)q(n-1,i)−

−α(m-i+1)q(n-1,i-1)−2βq(n-2,i)-βq(n-2,i+1)), mi ,1= ,

here q(-1,i)=0.

In conclusion we note that having determined the
limiting probabilities of technical system states we can
solve different practical problems such, for example, as
the problem of renewal of technical systems or determi-
nation of their economical effectiveness.

Table

The sequence of determination of p(i,j)

I II III I II III 

1 s(1,1) p(1,1) 2m+3 s(1,3) p(1,3) 

2 s(2,2) p(2,2) … … … 

… … … (n-1)m+n-2 s(m,m+n-2) p(m,m+n-2) 

m s(m,m) p(m,m) (n-1)m+n-1 s(0,n-2) p(0,n-1) 

m+1 s(0,0) p(0,1) (n-1)m+n s(0,n-1) p(0,n)

m+2 s(1,2) p(1,2) (n-1)m+n+1 s(0,n) p(1,n)

m+3 s(2,3) p(2,3) (n-1)m+n+2 s(1,n) p(1,n+1) 

… … … … … … 

2m+1 s(m,m+1) p(m,m+1) (n-1)m+n+2m-1 s(m-1,m+n-1) p(m,m+n-1) 

2m+2 s(0,1) p(0,2) (n-1)m+n+2m s(m,m+n-1) p(m,m+n)
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 naSromSi ganxilulia Canacvlebebisa da aRdgenaTa rigebis momsaxurebis sistema Canacvlebis

momsaxurebis absoluturi prioritetiT. Canacvlebisa da aRdgenis dro eqsponencialurad

ganawilebuli SemTxveviTi sidideebia. organzomilebiani SemTxveviTi procesisaTvis agebulia

grafikuli sqema, saidanac uSualod Cawerilia sistemis finaluri mdgomareobis amsaxveli wrfiv

algebrul gantolebaTa sistema. SemoTavazebuli grafikuli sqemis daxmarebiT, cxadi saxiT,

miRebulia sistemis mdgomareobaTa finaluri albaTobebis gamosaTvleli formulebi.
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